
Name____________________________________    Score_____________

Objective: I will create an original, 8 measure, piece of music on the iPad using all five smart 
instrument groups. I will then correctly input rhythms created specifically for my original 
instrument into this piece of music.

Using the iPads and Garage Band, create a piece of music.  You must include the following:

1._____Use all 5 Smart Instrument groups.
2._____Use the chord pattern for 8 measures. 
3._____Make sure that you adjust the balance to bring out the parts that you feel should be 
musically   
                highlighted the most.
4._____Use single notes within a chord as well as chords themselves.
5._____Use autoplay as well as chords themselves.
6._____Write and record rhythms into your GarageBand Project.

        1 Point   2 Points                        3 Points                      4 Points               5 Points

Uses only 1 of the 
instrument groups

Uses only 2 of the 
instrument groups

Uses only 3 of the 
instrument groups

Uses only 4 of the 
instrument groups

Makes use of all 5 of 
the instrument 
groups

Did not follow the 8 
measure chord 
pattern at all

Minimally follows 
the 8 measure chord 
pattern

Partially follows the 
8 measure chord 
pattern

Mostly follows the 8 
measure chord 
pattern

Follows the 8 
measure chord 
pattern

Does not adjust the 
balance and all 
instruments are at 
the same levels

Only adjusts one 
instrument groups’ 
balance

Only adjusts two 
instruments groups’ 
balance

Adjusts three or four 
instrument groups 
balance

Adjusts the balance 
of the instruments

Does not use both 
notes and chords or 
the given chord 
pattern

Does not use both 
notes and chords 
with the given chord 
pattern

Uses both notes and 
chords, but does not 
follow the given 
chord pattern

Uses both notes and 
chords and, but only 
follows the given 
chord pattern 
partially

Makes use of both 
notes and chords 
within the given 
chord pattern

Does not use both 
standard chords and 
autoplay patterns

Makes use of 
standard chords and 
autoplay patterns

Did not input 
rhythmic patters

Inputted rhythmic 
pattern with 
significant mistakes

Inputted rhythmic 
pattern with some 
mistakes

Inputted rhythmic 
pattern with minimal 
errors

Inputted rhythmic 
pattern correctly

Did not write a 
rhythmic pattern

Wrote a rhythmic 
pattern with 
significant mistakes

Wrote a rhythmic 
pattern with some 
mistakes

Wrote an rhythmic 
pattern with minimal 
errors

Wrote a rhythmic 
pattern correctly


